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Luke Bateman 
Luke Bateman is a poet and historian from 

Lancashire, UK. When not delving into the 

strange and beautiful worlds of the past, he 

conjures his own in poetry and prose featured in 

Poetically, Green Ink Poetry and the Minison 

Project amongst others. Links to his work can be 

found at linktr.ee/lukebateman, or follow him on 

Twitter @ekulbat 

 



Wonder-Struck In Advance 
 
“Now then, please imagine a little room, not very bright and not admitting any too much daylight; 

also, a crowd of heterogeneous humanity, excited, wonder-struck in advance, agog with hopes.”  - 

Lucian of Samosata, Alexander the False Prophet 
 
Cast like dice across wine-coloured seas, 

You whisper pleas to cloud-gatherer and earth-shaker alike. 
 

Sand-footed through heaving forum, 
You flinch at amulets’ rattle and auguries’ stink. 

 
Beneath blistering sun, those rumour-rampant queues wound 
Like the coils of the snake god you’d heard pilgrims extol. 

 
With mangled tongue and bowed head, you relay to acolytes 

The heart-harboured concerns that have carried you thus far. 
 

Then: 
 
Underearth, in the dark, cold womb of foreseeing, 

Every prophecy rings true, loud in this singular respite before the long voyage home.  
 

  



At the Shrine of the Old Gods of Masculinity  
 

I am baptised in a testosterone libation. 
Held beneath the font, I stare up - past the martyrs to repression,  

past the violent tapestries of lads’ changing rooms and the transsubstantiation of 
‘boys will be boys’ into ‘men must be feared’  - 

I stare up past it all to the dawning glimmer of a stained glass dome, 
cast transcendent in a polyphony of colour. 
I am transfixed by that spectrum, so many wondrous fragments of light. 

  



The Witch Bush 
 

Rumour went that this hedgerow was once the site of a crossroads 
Where they buried witches and also stray dogs that the finders couldn’t keep. 

We would come here as children to bury our school reports, being mindful not to dig too 
far 

In case we burrowed straight through the subterranean corpse of a witch. We never did,  
Leading us to ponder where the witches had gone, the exact kind of curiosity and 
intrigue 

Our discarded school reports claimed we lacked. When flowers bloomed by the 
hedgerow 

Your grandmother would tell us that was the witch blood finding its way up, carrying 

with it 

Witch spirts which knew how we’d done in school. We would nervously laugh and tell 
Her she was trying to scare us, but we would quietly believe her because of the 
mischievous 

Glint in her eye when she said it and the fact it was more fun to believe. I remember 
When your grandmother died, we buried her at the churchyard reminiscing about how 

she 
Communed with witches to know our secret businesses. We potted a plant for her grave 

Using the seeds and the muddy trowel in her shed and, each year after,  
We watched her witch blood bloom. 
 

  



Hymn for Mertonia Hortia (goddess of the College Gardens) 
 
Sacrifice: from sacrum facere, ‘to make sacred’ 

 

Kneeling in the grove of loom spun willow, 
I pray to your tree trunk altars, 
Offering musing and dreams to the spiderweb branches 

Of three trees cavorting like wayward sisters. 
One day, my thoughts will flutter to the ground, 

Gathered by your green vested priestesses 
To adorn the spires come the feast of St Michael. 

Until then, 

I witness your miracles in the nest of a blackbird 
Or the prance of a squirrel over a manicured croquet lawn. 

Your temple dispels the pretentious pretence, 
Renders the libraries silent and the books reshelved. 

There are so many wonders under the sun, 
Let us discover our own. 

Well made sacrifice of an afternoon. 
 



 

Jenny Byrne 
Jenny, @jenbyrnewrites lives in Dublin. Always curious and 

drawn to learning, she often says she will stop studying, but 

never gets around to that. Her biggest achievement to date is 

being a mother to two lovely people. Quite new to the writing 

scene and enjoying the practice of it and the community very 

much, Jenny engages with writing as a medium to process 

life around her. Her poems have been published in The 

Galway Review, Impspired, Dust Poetry Magazine, Drawn 

to the Light Press and The Madrigal.   

 



On the nights we do not dream 

 

Peace stretches across 

a ripple of velvet lashes 

electricity hums—  

comfort of white noise 

linen cool, uncreased 

 

Epiales seethes inside a box of onyx 

inset with mother of pearl 

confined to Jericho. 

Key, threaded with periwinkle blue ribbon 

bestowed upon from mothers’ gone 

graces a swan neck.  

 

Jolting blissful black void 

chaos and war unleash 

directed by the will of Mellinoë. 

Walls, foundations of salt crumble into  

churning, gasping abyss 

 

‘till then— the inevitable, 

 hush, hush, hush. 

  



Melpomene 
 

It was all a trick 
exotic, bewitching 

conspiracy to defraud a man, subsume him 
actress, muse, life her dais 
 

Fertile ground unwanted 
pressure to wed, talk of the town 

risk the mask falling, reveal himself? 
Janus, he wanted another life; another 

saw her as witch, bitch, vixen 

 
She bore a boy 

her golden sun 
it almost killed her 

poisoned by her vipers’ tongue 
she delivered her penance. 

  



The Girl in Penny Loafers  
 
I heard she gets a fortune  
in pocket money 

they gasped and gossiped  

circling the cauldron  
 
And did you see her shoes?  
oxblood apparently 

woop-di-woop 
the silly bitch 

 

Ears burning on the fetid throne 

Ha! some ivory tower 
staring at compass etchings 
initials scrawled inside jagged hearts 

 
Spells cast, all was quiet 

bar graffiti’s creak  
as she slipped back to class to watch  

tormentors learn their craft. 



 

Ronan Fenton 
Ronan Fenton is an Irish writer living in Dublin.  He has an 

MA in Creative Writing from UCD and a BFA in 

songwriting from BIMM.  He writes fiction, non-fiction, 

poetry, drama and art criticism, and is currently querying his 

debut novel.  

 

 



 
 

Untiled one 

 

who is            there 

who is            next                                 to                                     shadow  

who is                                       split                    open                                            sweetly 

who is    greeting       their                 orders                 with            smiles                  and       

infection  

who is                                    turned                 away              from               the                                

other  

who is                                                   covering             up               the                    
discarded  

who is                                                                                      clean  

who is            inside                               the                                                    host  

                                                    

                                                                      Thank you 

                                                                      Thank you  

 

without  

offering  

any  

help 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Untiled two 

 

a mistake is made  

young boys take cover  

behind  

shields of sea glass 

pulled  

from the trenches.  

 

The fire is outside the building.  

 

A siren sounds inside a room full of neurodivergents.  

 

medicine  

and  

water 

 

cloth  

and  

polygamy 

  

a statue was taken   

no one noticed.  

 

They told me I could walk through whatever word I wanted, like a submarine in an 

unmapped ocean.  

 

They asked which word I had chosen to walk through.  

 

How do I answer without speaking?  

 

 



 
 

Untiled three 

 

It’s hard to love even harder to stay there and know where exactly you are in the grand 
scheme of things you have never believed in  

The current seems to slip in under our scratched soles and lift our bodies for a moment 

before setting us down, one on velveteen sand, the other on rocks black with the bile of 
our melancholic ghost-child  

Some fish make homes in the skeletons of larger creatures  

Maybe we should do the same  

Maybe we already have without knowing whose mausoleums vault our cities 

Whose undetectable catacombs fill the ones we’ve driven through the earth until we’re 
kept in place by mostly emptiness 

Whose ossuary is our unwalled garden of thriving life  

Take me to a hinterland of fatality where we are allowed to play without the game 

preparing us for, or reminding us of, the atrocities committed by human nature's ragged 
mannequin  

Take me to the water 

Take all of it away and give it back again 

Take what is needed and leave everything else where you found it on the road you can 

no longer remember 

Give a little bit of what you have 

The current slips under and lifts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Confessions to a Cartographer  

I told someone I loved them when I didn’t because I knew it was what they wanted to 

hear.  

The Cartographer takes out a blank piece of paper.  

I lost my virginity to a woman who lived down the road; she made a living weaving 

tapestries from unrealized futures.  

The Cartographer picks up a graphite pencil.  

I took the virginity of a travelling salesman with a suitcase full of glass bottles for 

propelling dreams across oceans whose far side is unknown. 

The Cartographer clears their throat, steadies the paper and touches the pencil’s darkened tip to the 

blankness.  

I buried a nail that could have been used to hold something together.   

The Cartographer draws a horizontal line.  

I crushed a bee underfoot because I thought it would make me feel powerful.  

The Cartographer enacts a vertical freefall.  

I lied to the only person who trusted me.  

The Cartographer leads the line on a descending spiral.  

I used those I knew would let me use them.  

The Cartographer closes the line in on itself and keeps on going.   

I tore up the map because I didn’t want to know where I was headed.  

The Cartographer pushes the pencil through the paper.  

I did less than I could have if I wasn’t so afraid.  

The Cartographer impales the piece of paper on the pencil and dips a corner in a glass of holy water.  

I abandoned those who loved me when they lost everything.   

The Cartographer sets the opposite corner alight with a safety match.  



 
 

I convinced myself I was a good person.  

The Cartographer points at the place where water and fire converge.  

I was set upon the path and lost my way out of spite.  

The Cartographer draws a line in the air with their finger.    

I came here because I wanted to be forgiven.  

The Cartographer clambers onto the invisible line and walks away from me. 



 

Bronaċ Ferran 
Bronaċ Ferran is a Belfast-born writer and curator based in 

London. She is author of The Smell of Ink and Soil: The Story of 

Hansjörg Mayer (König Books, 2017) and is a contributing 

writer to Studio International. Her poems have been published 

in the Belfield Literary Review, the Delhi-London Poetry 

Quarterly, UKunst and (forthcoming in November 2021) 

the Beir Bua Journal. @floatingstones on twitter. 

 

 



PENUMBRA 
 

 
i caught the day, 

that day, 
when the world 

caught fire, 
in the glancing, 
in the pile of wood 

you laid out beside me, 
and asked me to dance around it, 

you wanted to check if my witchy ways were working, 
still, if my witchy ways would draw the moon to the earth 

and let it rest there, sorrowful, before turning golden. 
 
[that is what we tried to do there 

lying in the long grass 
like cats and children 

glowering at each other, 
through a smoke-haze of loving] 

 
In the light of a clarity we made there, 
from the moon and a sudden quickening  

I knew I would never be enough for you, 
that you would 

always want more you had 
the restless face of 

the unscarred warrior,  
readying for the next battle. 
i felt the death-wish 

there also 
the death-wish 

to go beyond 
this exaltation  

of the temporary  
as if to bind 
memory in its curving 

from self to self 
and opening in between 

like an ancient 
well 

into which 
we drop 
when the embers of ourselves  

are fading. 
 

For death is a summer garden 
filled with rain 

that falls  
into the well 



and makes it solid 
as an anchoring 

of memory 
that grows more powerful  

in its passing. 
 

Words then, dark pools 
of a long remembering, 
fill us to our breadth 

and length as they gather 
to themselves 

the glamour of a lost desiring. 
You were the mirror 

I saw myself in 
till you  
 broke    

    
it in to  a  thousand  

     
   pieces 

of  shattered  illusions 
 
In placing these now 

back together 
one by one 

as if  each  edge 
must  fit  together 

i am no longer 
the witch i was, 
i am even stronger 

look i will draw 
you back into my orbit 

and step by step 
a turquoise laying  

of a gentle un-spelling 
will banish your latent ghost in me to a 
cold blue penumbra 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 

LE Francis 
LE Francis is a recovering arts journalist writing poetry & 

fiction of varying length from the rainshadow of the 

Washington Cascades. Find her online at nocturnical.com. 

 

 

http://nocturnical.com/


Stargazing near sunset mine 

 

I am greed & salt; my tongue heavier 

than my heart; nose & mouth & Mercury, 

silver-gilt tributary eyes, drift down 

stream from my romantic brain; 

current of swallowed wings: butterflies  

& angels & canaries; I wanted to be 

 

interrupted — 

 

watch ditchwater dreams grow bodies 

of thorn & vine, moon-blessed & sacred 

as the dust that once was our bodies; 

sulphur mine mind, a trail of tailings  

that stain the mountainside; my love, not  

my love, my shadow, my self, my 

 

 heart before 

 

the cave-in, bail out; a collapse of stars,  

an overwhelm of glow; my love, not my love,  

the dissolution that makes me small, makes  

my elements flicker, bleed antimony & Mars;  

my love, not my love, fall out of solution, we 

never were; in another life you hold my heart. 

  



Becoming the crone 

 

I have earned each of these — 

threads of winter, stolen silver 

split from moonbeams reflected 

 

over an ocean of being, a body 

made of waves, a body I made 

tear by tear until I disappeared 

 

inside, this strange structure of  

whisper & suture, stitch by stitch  

close me in & I will become these  

 

limbs by the grace of experience; 

my spell woven from the last words 

of the last song I heard, the slow turn  

 

of the seasons, collected endings slip 

like pages smudged by the inky ridges 

of my graceless hands; let me find  

 

the art in waning, let me love this inning  

of endings, let my whole head go bright  

long before I go dark. 

  



Banishing 

 

They say if you know them by name 

you can send them away; cut the syllables 

as if they were a ribbon & your tongue 

 

an athame. But my voice is longing-drunk, 

it bends under the weight of his song; my love,  

I’d tuck half the letters of your name around 

 

the heart on sleeve & send the rest to the stars, 

let it fill the sky like summer water, soft fingers 

to cradle the woods that burn & stain the night  

 

orange & terrible. I love you & I burn. I release,  

I release, I release. I breathe the smoke in deep 

& beg the night to take you & leave me cold. 

 



 

Paul Green 
Paul Green lives in Lancashire, England. His poetry and 

stories explore our relationship with the natural world and 

have recently appeared in The Fiction Pool, Orbis, Tears in the 

Fence, The Wild Word, Words for the Wild, and other 

journals. He was nominated for Best of the Net during 2020. 

 

 



Gift to Samhain 
 

I press a scimitar of steel to my silver beard  

at midnight, frosted hairs extinguish like tinsel-wicks beneath  

tight-knit pines, seeding  

the blackened air, 

with momentary legs. 

 

I exit the wood to bathe: 

a whitened candle 

coaxed to burn through 

the moon’s trapdoor; 

 

a flare severed by an owl hoot, plummeting from talons  

as a discarded sacrifice.  

 

Scraping for air,  

my throat reignites  

in the underground train: 

 

burns the pale dead that surround, 

and above their embers,  

an ash white pappus  

flights overhead  

and lands against the deep blue handrail, crawls  

like a white-legged spider, 

carrying the gift 

towards some future forest 

that will emerge 

from the tunnel 

as a forest fire. 

  



Lighthouse keeper’s vow 

 

I 

Another morning, the sea alternates 

slurping around a rolling pin with  

shattering on a battering 

ram as he sleeps polished refraction 

inside a volcano, revolving  

the circumference of a vertigo 

-plunge, blind-folded by black wing 

tips that squawk him awake with  

sea kale song, rattling for bottled  

shearwater odour from the back of  

the semaphore cupboard. Sepia  

fingers litmus-test for safeguard  

from spume-flecked trembling  

and Solon goose forecast, but find  

the jaundice of a lichen rosette. 

 

II 

Another night, its shroud remembers 

the intermittent cracks inside 

the radius of his vow; consuming  

the tightrope-walk of his custody.  

He gathers the latest hawkmoth  

migration into dance, spinning around  

an eyed-perimeter as they tap-tap  

anchorage, dissecting the exoskeleton  

of his pact with configurations of remote  

sailors and seabirds until  

they are stammered to a stuttering moon  

by the foghorn’s repetition. 

 

III 

He sways on the helipad’s stretcher,  



mercury-bloated and bleached in only 

an anchor-badged cap to a storm-surge  

of oath. A white bird cuts through  

the beam, diving from a winking cylinder  

perched on a rocky peninsula. The flag  

of its wings dips a silver constellation  

into the plastic donation drum with  

the sound of sea-sucked pebbles. 

  



Rural landscape painted as a hunting scene 
 

A two-dimensional countryside. Brush strokes flatten 
any proof of the wolf’s existence. 

 
The killer’s palette is an axis of green sweep 

and another of the blue curvature of water, where he plots  
the pursuit of wood, moor, mountain, lake, and meadow; propping them up  
against each other,  

before toppling them inside algorithms. 
 

He bends down, runs a finger along paint-clogged graphs,  

drips detail until there is a ripple of prey at the origin. 

 
And then running through all the coordinate points: 

the tail point, 

the snout point,  
the claw points,  

the canine points, 
the hair points, 

finally, 
the eye points 

 

as his fingers find the brush. 
  



2040, Deep Lake 
 

Sounds like . . . a song thrush (?) 
and another . . . and another . . .  

(aren’t they territorial?), and I can hear wrens, redstarts . . . 
willow warblers trilling pixels. 

There is a buzzing that I do not recognise . . . an insect? How long  
since I bared arms to the weather? The scratch of a Holly sprig, spider- 
silk sliding past skin. 

That insect again. 
I do not know the names of the flowers 

around the lake . . . 

I have never seen them before. 

I cannot remember the last time . . . the last time . . .  
I felt so . . . 

I hum in rhythm with the water’s wash and then dive. Lungs become 

a decreasing percentage of oxygen saturation, but it feels like rising,  
rising as a small note in an indivisible chorus of molecules. 

There is that insect buzzing . . . 
but insects do not do that underwater. (Do they?) 

My right-hand sluices the surface and then,  
searches. . .  

my trousers are damp, I might have relieved myself. 

My left hand instinctively closes around a lifeline . . . a suckered  
lead is loose as I pull myself through a fissured surface-film. 

 



 

David Hay 
David Hay is an English Teacher in the Northwest of 

England. He has written poetry and prose since the age of 18 

when he discovered Virginia Woolf's The Waves and the 

poetry of John Keats. These and other artists encouraged him 

to seek his own poetic voice. He has currently been accepted 

for publication in Dreich, Abridged, Acumen, The Honest 

Ulsterman, The Dawntreader, Versification, The Babel 

Tower Notice Board, The Stone of Madness Press, The 

Fortnightly Review, The Lake, Selcouth Station, GreenInk 

Poetry, Dodging the Rain, The Morning Star as well as The 

New River Press 2020 Anthology.  His debut publication is 

the Brexit-inspired prose-poem Doctor Lazarus published by 

Alien Buddha Press 2021. 

 

 



Snapshots of Time 
 

The caged bird wrapped in colours, 
Fresh from a spring dream 

Tastes its dying. 
 

I am six and I know I will never be six again. 
 
I stroked your feathers of burning coal, 

I bury my boyhood in your leaking life. 
 

I am seven and I found my grandma’s wig.  
She has cancer. 

 
I knock twice on each worm-filled skull, 
The dirt has blackened each bone. 

 
I am eight and I savour each tone of wisdom.  

Each day it becomes quieter. 
 

In the red brine of the vanishing horizon 
My mother’s mind broke 
On her father’s vanishing image. 

I bathed in that unforgiving silence 
And lost my childhood hope. 

 
I am ten and I fear demons will steal my human skin. 

 
The line that cuts through the age 
Cuts my mind into minutes 

In a ceaseless pilgrimage of lost time. 
 

I am nineteen and I fear I’m going mad. 
 

Monuments of roses are vandalised by dawn. 
I am voiceless. My body is a ruin  
Bathed in sepia. Fragments of a sunken world 

Crowd my mind, 
Breaking between the syllables of leaves. 

 
I am twenty-two and I no longer have an imagination. 

 
History is simply chronicle of worm’s breath. 
And I know joy like a parting lover’s kiss. 

 
I am twenty-five and have accepted my insanity. 

It brings no relief. 
 

The night is edgeless, 
It sinks without a single promise 



Beneath a tide of light. 
 

I am twenty-seven and there is nothing that doesn’t scare me. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 



 

Yuu Ikeda 
Yuu Ikeda is a Japan based poet. She loves writing, drawing, 

and reading mystery novels. She writes poetry on her website. 

https://poetryandcoffeedays.wordpress.com/ Her published 

poems are “On the Bed” in <Nymphs>, “Pressure” in 

<Selcouth Station Press>, “Dawn” in <Poetry and Covid>, 

“The Mirror That I Broke” in <vulnerary magazine>, and 

more. Her Twitter and Instagram: @yuunnnn77 

 

 

 

https://poetryandcoffeedays.wordpress.com/


About Love 

The accent of love  

is dancing 

on my music 

Crescendo 

and 

decrescendo 

make the love  

deeper and more beautiful 

Decorated love, 

is ringing, echoing,  

and 

erases pains 

carved in me 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Like A Carnelian 

The morning glow 

is blinking 

on my ring finger 

This ring may be  

swallowed by night blanket 

This ring may be  

erased by cruel haze 

But every morning,  

this ring emits 

expectations for love like a carnelian 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Only When 

Even if love hacks my heart,  

I never stop writing about love 

Even if love frays my energy 

I never stop believing love,  

because only when I write and believe love, 

a horrible nightmare 

changes into mellow nocturne 

 

 

 

 



 

Rhianna Levi 
Rhianna Levi (She/Her) is a 22 year old BA Hons English 

Literature graduate, English teacher and MA student. 

Outside her career in education and academia, Rhianna is 

passionate about mental health advocacy, the Humanities 

and the Arts. Additionally, Rhianna has a strong social 

media following, which she uses to spread awareness of 

prominent social issues, education, and kindness. Rhianna 

lives in Worcester, England. 

 

 



 

In Light Of Dawn:  

 

Threefold law 

Hands were not made to spill dread; 

Instead they breathe spells of euphoric elation.  

 

Plentiful chakras were built determined long ago, 

No shadowed wings in favour of grief and violence, 

With each spell, we will continue to find our balance.  

 

Each space is its own, smudging as the devoted mentor. 

Sage will kiss longing lips with measure, 

And in turn will create life long pleasure. 

 



 

Joshua Martin 
Joshua Martin is a Philadelphia based writer and filmmaker, 

who currently works in a library. He is the author of the 

book Vagabond fragments of a hole (Schism Neuronics). He has 

had pieces previously published in M58, Punk Noir Magazine, 

Beir Bua, Scud, RIC Journal, Ink Pantry, Streetcake, The 

Collidescope, SORTES, Prolit, E-ratio, Nauseated Drive, 

and Fixator Press among 

others.  joshuamartinwriting.blogspot.com 

 

 

http://joshuamartinwriting.blogspot.com/


Breakneck Spleen 
 

Beasts barnacle 
penny loafers 

throwing canteen 
to the thunder 

 cats drink 
 guts / 
  Licking 

  resembles 
  balance 

B     E     A     M 
 , 

after you are 
good & ready 
let the squid 

speak for self 
conscious 

  ness 
 AT 

  LEVELS 
unprovoked 
 , 

cancerous 
 , 

jolts of 
trading 

 card 
confetti 
 , 

must be the 
B     R     E     E     Z     E 

  b/t 
those 

 kneading 
 , 
  bred to 

karaoke 

 , 

craven to the 
  core. 

 
 
 

 
 



Drain Days Spent Trapped 
 

Seen timid drama club kit 
multi- 

 colored stool 
  clueless 

   nectarine table of 
   elemental childhood 
   serendipity 

 club 
  footed 

EAGLE   SCOUT 
 forcing cookies 

 into nostrils 
 
it might make a proposal 

to wander milked 
through winking amplified 

   fast food 
  schemes field 

 shield 
yield to pedestrians  
  or perish in 

 glittering hazardous 
 pay stray bullet 

bottle of alkaline 
battery enhanced turbo 

   CHARGED 
  apocalyptic apothecary  
 motel /    shell  

corporation   radio 
  station foot 

   in MOUTH 
 randomized  SOUTH 

paw 
 goody & stuffing 
couches into posh flavored 

carpet bags 

  sent through the 

 mails   into 
orbit 

 
 
 

 
 



Brackets record veal cutlets 
 

charitably drenched 
Chinese lantern 

  book club 
  explosions 

  penetrate 
  holes 
 still left unplugged 

  & yet so 
   convincingly  

   sullied 
throughout forearms 

greasy acne scarred 
suspected lineup 
now nothing but 

a gunfight  
 swim 

  m 
 i  ng 

in oil emanating 
from scalp burns 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 



In Lamenting Trust 
 

Stop sign sandal 
pierces tag you’re it 

 
  One pane  

 of cigarette ash 
 remarks to the  
 other, who  

 sits crossing 
 the river Thames: 

“Aren’t I supposed to 
spy spry pram w/o the 

use of a magnifying 
easel?” 
  To which, 

 in turn & thru 
 a controlled 

 burn, an  
 earwig slow 

  ly 
 stutters 
 w/o much 

 attitude: 
“I’ll…never…know… 

how much Sprechgesang 
I’m capable of assuming” 

 
At witch integer poison 
chicken leg a crack in the 

façade appears 
  & completely 

 Misses the MARK that 
 MS. & MR. pointed to 

 while suffocating 
   Olympic 
  gold 

neon    grail. 

 



 

David Mitchell 
David A. Mitchell lives in Sydney, Australia. He writes 

fiction and poetry. His reviews of opera and music have been 

published on Classical Music Daily. This is his first published 

poetry. Each day David posts a public domain poem on 

Tumblr - poemoftheday.tumblr.com and can be found on 

Twitter at @dmit131.  

 

http://poemoftheday.tumblr.com/


How to walk in the city (Pyrrho)  
 

Pyrrho was a sceptic.   
Relaxed, calm, indifferent.   

 
Walking on the road,  

He wouldn't yield to oncoming carts.  
 
How can I know? The cart? The path?  

 
He died in his nineties, it's said.   

Lots of cries of 'watch out!' and gentle nudging from his followers.   

When I walk in a crowd,   

and someone comes towards me,   

intent on their path,   

I yield, anticipating collision.   

And we collide.   

Or, if we don't, I get a scowl.   

They were anticipating too.  

 

 

 

 

 



How to Remember (Plato) 

 

the Slave boy knows geometry 
Meno’s slave boy knows.  

Something in him (soul?) 

Knew before his birth. 

Knew geometry 

Forgetting (we all forget) 

comes from 

parturition. 

A few questions. 

A few questions from philosophers,  

and the slave boy knows.  

“A hammer remembers how to nail.” 

Geometry.  

What have I forgotten? 

What can I recall? 

“Socrates forgets 

There’s work to do. 

Which is worse? 

The trauma of forgetting 

Or his unrelenting questioning?” 



 

Téa Nicolae 
Téa Nicolae is a Romanian poetess and scholar living in 

England. She writes devotional, Occult and confessional 

poetry. Her work has been published in various magazines 

and online platforms, such as The Writing Disorder, 

Skye Magazine and Cake Magazine. 

 

 



at witching hour  

 

she enchants the sky, 

binding the stars with her elder wand 

when the moon drips on her tongue, 

she breathes into her bones 

and her spirit spills through her nostrils 

  

she jolts to the sky  

where she unfolds;;; 

 

she erupts in rolling thunders,,, 

slides constellations through her hair,,, 

tangles herself on rays of sun,,, 

 

  and blossoms into all-encompassing all-pervading awareness 

           she surrounds all penetrates all upholds the galaxy eternal she is endless 

  she is ALL THAT IS 

    ………………………………………………………………….. 

 

when the charm fades, her skin tingles 

as she is drawn back into her flesh 

in which she crashes with beautiful violence 

her essence melds into her figure, sliding through blood vessels 

her spirit curls between her fingers 

her soul swells inside her mouth  

and from ALL THAT IS  

she becomes  

A MICROCOSM  

A FRAGMENT OF THE WHOLE 

 



 

Alex Nodopaka 
Alex Nodopaka originated in 1940, Kiyv, Ukraine. He speaks 

San Franciscan, Parisian, Kievan & Muscovite. Mumbles in 

English & sings in tongues after Vodka. He propounds having 

studied at the Ecole des Beaux Arts, Casablanca, Morocco. 

Presently full time author, visual artist in the USA but 

considers his past irrelevant as he seeks new reincarnations. 
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sculpture TORSOS Double skulls like Double Mints SDC10028 (2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Venus rising DSCN2330 (3) 

 



 

M.P. Pratheesh 
M.P. Pratheesh is a poet lives and works in Kerala, India. He 

has published seven collections of poetry in Malayalam 

Language. 

His formal and object poems have been appeared or accepted 

in RIC journal, Indianapolis Review, kavyabharati, The 

bombay Review, Keralakavitha, Guftugu, True copy, Indian 

Literature and elsewhere.  

 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 

Sarah Robin 
Sarah Robin (she/her) is a new writer from Bolton, England, 

starting her writing journey during the coronavirus 

pandemic. Robin has had several pieces of work published in 

anthologies and online literary magazines as well as being a 

competition winner for both short fiction and poetry. She is 

also a prose reader for Sepia Journal. 

Twitter: @SRobinWriter 

 

 

 



Growth 

Creased, aged hands grasp the watering can with hers, contrastingly small yet strong  

With youth, lifting the weight of the water before letting it drip down onto the earth; 

Feeding the seeds that will grow and produce; a creation of new life. 

Patience, love and care provides results before long; 

Balls of green brightens the soil, the colour of hope and the birth  

Of flowers for all to enjoy, for us and the wildlife. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Two’s Company 

I sit outside in my winter clothes and a blanket over my lap. 

Red breast and bright eyes, you perch on the table next to me 

Sharing my sandwich while I sip a cup of tea  

Peacefully, my favourite part of each day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Thrive 

A nation of back-garden farmers 

Sowing, tending, nibbling 

Our way through lockdown. 

A positive lifeline 

And escape outdoors.  

 

We reach peak harvest,  

Savour what we’ve grown,  

Bottle up that goodness  

With all the energy and love.  

We owe it to ourselves  

Not to waste a bit. 

 

An old skill or a new discovery,  

A positive force of good 

Nurturing and feeding us 

In so many ways, 

Bringing together generations,  

Communities and cultures.  

 

Nature belongs to us all 

And in the times of change ahead 

We can all thrive through gardening. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Glass Wall 

 

A naked figure sits hunched over on the floor, 

Their arms wrapped around their body. 

Surrounded by a wall of thick glass; 

Closed off from everyone and everything 

But visible to all. 

 

Muffled voices and banging fists 

Attack the barrier, desperate to help 

But unable to break through; 

Unable to touch them or hold them close, 

Or provide comfort and love. 

 

Soft, calming voices of reason 

Bounce off the glass, instantly rejected. 

Ideas of solutions break down, 

Unable to withstand the backlash, 

Crumbling onto the floor. 

 

The wall stands strong, unharmed, 

No scratches, no cracks; unbreakable. 

Those on the outside watch on helplessly 

And the figure continues to suffer alone; 

Willingly. 

 

Outsiders sit by the glass 

Unable to help but they stay. 

Always there in good faith 

That one day the figure may accept help 

And take the wall away. 
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Mark Valentine curates found art from old books. His work 
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Cursitor Street 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Curtis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BooksBooksBooks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Unexpected 

 



 

Cat Woodward 
Cat Woodward's first collection Sphinx was published by 

Salό Press in 2017, her second Blood. Flower. Joy! was 

published by Knives, Forks and Spoons Press in 2019. In 

2018 she won the Ivan Juritz Prize for Creative Experiment. 

Cat's current poetry project is a mytho-history of the city of 

Norwich. She studied for her PhD at The University of East 

Anglia, and she teaches creative writing.  

 

 



 

 

Flint 
 

In which Flint is formed, discovered, and worked into the buildings of the city of Norwich. 

 

I am a dark clodling deep inside the coddling sea, 
thick with drifts of tiny dead: fish, gribkin, sponge. 
Cheek and jowl a soupy seeping is I, 

a lulled, dull clump and wondrous lumpish, 
quiet, secrety. 

 
Hush, now the wash spits me up 

on this gritty shore of scrapings, gullbone, otherstone. 
Strange, strange, strange this sun-thing; 

I have a back now, for it can dry and scorch and flake 

to little ashes. 
 

The surf behind me laughs; 
night then day then night pass and I am mad. 

 
Then, in the bright time, standing on two legs 
the wormlings have come in roughen wools, 

with their smells, their crunchy gull-talk. 
The wormlings come with hands, 

they thieve me right away. They 
 

take 
 take 
  take. 

 
When struck, my dun eye hatches, 

split flash of fire flying, 
like a black mare that stamps to a halt at midnight, 

like a wyvern maw yawing sparks, 
I drop scraps of dragon, moonflakes, sudden, quick, uncatched. 
 

Behold, my scalped insides, knapped, hulled, unblinking, 
are a scoop and jag of glaucous glass. 

The wormlings have pummelled me to slick, slicing bits 

all while cursing and devilling, splitting fingers. 

I am a glut of cuttings, tinier, manyer, otherer. 
 

I did not know of what I was until they had me, 

and now they have me. A bile, I think.  
 

Now they go weasel-rooting, make chaff my chalk, 
they sniff me out, these dry gribkins, 



 

 

bore through my buried bodling, hole-riddling, 
haul me up, heft me out, a hobnail from a wormcast. 

Then all me spies the strangeness here. 
 

The land of the wormlings is barrenous flat, 
not one good stone to stand upon another. 

They say I am to shrive it of its emptiness: 
kirks to prick the sky and let their godling in, 
a tall wall to ring their skinny living. 

 
They shall be born in me, 

shall sleep and shit and die in me. 
 

Sly work, I rise in strange shape, 
I rise in the vast flatness of this watery land 
brim with sunset, with lapwing shrieking. 

I rise roundly in towers, a girding of grey-black milky eye caps, 
or I rise square-cut, flush and grim-sit, like king-teeth. 

 
Queer it is, queer to be here, 

land of quiet, waving rushes, 
of green and orange and gold. 
I too am prettious queer, 

am like none other. 
 

I become old. 
 

These wormlings, 
kranzy hoodlums, frothing biters spectre-making. 
The teary plooshes run down my gullet as vinegar, 

vinegar stripping. They explode, 
they burn and riot like summer grass and are killed. 

 
Listen: coins chequery clicking, wet thumps, 

witches skulkily, dancing bells, fork-and-pitch-snarl, 
gold and prayernoise, hell and prayernoise, ale and prayernoise, 
booms in the night. Last of autumn’s sweet apple cider, 

spilt and unlike. 

 

See: wormlings, shut and dreaming of 
a fine, scaled leviathan, spiked with flecks of flame. 

Their cats creep among the mother-die, 
forget-me-not, death-come-quickly, a happy 
lamby gambol, then brick and flesh bits, my shim shaking. 

 
And all that love business, all melty stutter, 



 

 

all ranked up shivering like arrowheads, 
like wheat when the combine comes. They moan 

in the dark corners of me. They go one into the other  
like rain into the bluebell, or wither, stiff sudden squalls all. 

 
They have carved cracks in me to fall in, 

a pit in me to be thrown in, a gaol in me to rot in, 
a dole office to go mad in. I stench. I stench. 
There are crook-toothed wraiths shuffling in me, 

rubbing a divot in, dying of cold in me. 
 

Strange pinky-browny paws, madder’d, urine’d, yessir’d, 
lifes tucked as eggs. Tiny wierdlings, bunch of poets, 

they yell all which way, wrens with the lids blown off. 
How stand it? Rampant sick these matchsticks, a swarm 
of unnings barely born but sparking. 

 
How they love the heavy purple flower in spring, 

how they candle-carol in the dark-cold and starving, 
how kiss, how cast each other out, how lie down to ruin, 

how become wet when it rains. Their ghosts they blow by me 
and sigh and cross like a lost valentine. 
 

Swine-stuck pearls, these bitsy monsters, 
and have made a plush pillow of me 

for all the tender heads, smeared and snuffed. 
Why so sorrowing weak? Where are you all going? 

Get back here, filthy treasure! 
 
They are my pebble babes, not yet dust. 

Then they are dust, my dust babes, briefly pebbles. 
 

Tie a cord about you, 
tie a red cord that you will all return to me. 

Always to bed they go, to ground, to grass, 
my little loves they pour through this, my boxy bodkin, 
a gout of sharp stars. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

Black Shuck 
 

A block of yellow light drops from the doorway of The Adam and Eve like a churchyard slab, from 
inside float two male voices, Grandfather Reeve and young John Reeve. The summer air is acrid with 

petunias gone to rot.  
 

Mark now, 
 

whoso hears Its wind-suck gaol of crying 

one night, on some road alone in the brackish black, 

whoso’s organs soft It fingers with far-off near-mistaken moan 

like a grieving woman in her age, 

already It licks the cockles of his eyes 

and laps the kidney from his side, 

 
for no church, no priory keeps that man 
nor bars It fast away, for God nor Devil is Its master, 

nor closes that single, searching, bursted eye 
nor shuts the mouth that tar-like slavers, 

nor stays Its door-pounding paws, their booming scrape, 

nor saves the marked ear its taste of coming sorrow 

 
curse Its name boy, must y’never 

say your prayers boy, must y’ever 

 
It slips from lightening’s crack like an eel, 

It spurts, porter black from a cloud that’s rent by thunder, 

and in heavy rain It hides Its footsteps, soft, fast, 

padding, padding, ever padding right behind, 
horse-huge, clergy-clever, It 

blood-stinking, stirs the sibilant rush with silent breath 
 

and don’t you think It just some cur, some whelp, some bitch, 

and don’t you think It won’t come softly, 

in fair scheming shape - there creeps from the wet dark 

your own sweet mother, your smiling girl, your ginger tom 
come curled about your ankle, one eye red as madder, 

and don’t you think It won’t speak fair 

 

tempt Its prowling, must y’never 
sing your hymns boy, must y’ever 

 

‘Is that you, John Reeve, my darling man?’ 
say ‘yes’ and It unzips your bowels to froth and bilge 

upon the ground, trammels them up, sucks them down, 
It tears the darling face from young John Reeve, his empty 



 

 

nose a gawking hole, It plucks his brains and scatters them, 

the restful ground would not hide the blood of young John Reeve 

 
say ‘no’, Its jaw droops long and wide, Its tongue wags 

to catch John Reeve, then the ground it yawns 
and all afire his young skin burns, his fat bubbles 

before his own popping eyes, It pulls John down 

where none have risen, where all forget and are forgotten 

and an unloved nothingness is John 
 

laugh at phantoms must y’never 

hide your sins boy, must y’ever 

 

and should John give no answer? 

 
if’n still he thinks him clever, 
thrice damn his foolish soul forever 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 



 

 

Witches 
 
Five strange figures meet on St Andrew’s Hill at midnight. 

 

1 
 
nettle child, all hooked and eyed 

and nestled in the crescent 
come here and stitch your little middle 

you bark, we bite 
so if you screw it, do it tight 

 
2 

 

he who draws up the dark, saying sunshine -  

in private, his eyes 

to roll down his tongue, and stick 
in public, his tongue 

to slide from his eyes, and drip 
 

3 

 
cat by the rosemary 

cat on the bed 
cat brought gold and mouse skin gloves 

wink and tell her 
what you’d like instead 
 

4 
 

right hand red with dog meat 
the moon slips on her diamond leash 

and follows me 
sighing, glancing 
raining sequin seeds 

 
5 

 

hear that? Its teeth (icicles!) 

click on air that’s not our ankles! 
we go up and down 

come chunks of luck 
that fence the world, a frozen flood! 
 

 
 



 

 

In a nearby ally, where It had been watching, It stands, then slowly It walks away. And, where It had 
sat in the summer night, a patch of frost.  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 



 

 

Julian of Norwich 
 
In which St Julian of Norwich, for the first time, transcribes the divine love of God into English. 

 

I was aroused to agitation again, 
Him saying after and saying all 

but never against, 

as absolute and abrupt as a button. 
A baby was bawling, 

and my bonnet had been battered by the breeze 
when between my bare hands, 

a beetle crawled across the cushion and clung, 
then the clear Spring cried: 

‘Chiffchaff, cockchafer, camomile!’ 

Could I, couldn’t I, in my discomfort, 
have done differently, 

in those doldrums that were death, 
which are without daffodil, without dandelion? 

No. For despair is deeper than death, 
but delight’s deeper still. 

For example: the elegance of eggs, 
of everything easily caressed 
and everything else, less easily caressed 

i.e. the perfect evening egg 
which is the sun eliding with the sea, 

and where they meet we feel it, fearfully, effusively. 
If…if I fail? 

Fifty, five hundred, five thousand failures, 
but of love? Infinity. 
Of love, those friendly, female phonemes: forever. 

Furthermore: fur, fish scales, frogspawn, 
fungus, fingers, the ferrous rust on the garden gate 

and other such graces, 
they give me the good grief again. 

How good it is to be a grain in the glove of God, 
how good to be the ghost in his hand, 
no bigger than a hazelnut. 

Here are endless heavens heaped as hay bales, 

and the horizon a hopscotch for the hammering heart. 

Inside I hear His hissing, uninhibited, 
incendiary, it itches, I just… 

just knock me down with a kingcup. 
Like lifting the lid on a field of millet, 

the word ‘moon’ one night in May, 

nascent, nacreous, 
will be no more nor less than love, 



 

 

will be none other than 
only ordinary. 

How I was over, how I was out,  
I was an odd odour, I had gone off, but 

I was not overcome. 
Love, like the pop of a peapod, painful, 

precisely placed, it had a petal-quality, 
piquant, unpicking quiet doubt. 
I quiesced to it, as the quince quiesces to the palm, 

no quarrel, no qualm. 
I turn round that rare afternoon, 

remembering red, then redder still, 
and a residue that resisted reason: slowly, 

sure as sugar and shale, the shroud of time 
unwinding under His thimbled thumb. 
Undo, unravel, veer away, 

unmake it very well, 
so all shall be well 

and all manner of things 
shall be made well, 

shall be made exactly yes, 

exactly those dazzling spaces 

after z. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 



 

 

The Ghost of Wuffa, King of the Angles 
 
In which Wuffa considers then addresses the land of his kingdom, East Anglia, circa 575. 

 

a hed growing bak its tung 
wer hovels slipped into, 
as lyke the lowse creeps in 

a softened shu, 
 

wher, 
huddled agaynst befor-bristle, 

huddled agaynst yet-bulk, 
both as blank as chalk, 

they trubble me still. 

 
a breething beest, I swet me in 

who, lyke the Fen, fills a hol to cuvver it 
with welling ox-reek, unyons, werked gold. 

 
aghast me not 
yu wher, who, tho swollowed 

remain un-eeten, 
diving in th’erth like a weed. 

 
scorn not my hevvy tred 

yu sprowt, yu snayk-in-a-hol, 
yu allredy carving arrow, 
and stop not, my hart, too offen. 
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